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Abstract

The development of education for information and library science at City University London over a fifty year period is described. The development of the Masters course in Information Science, and the later equivalent courses in Library Science and in Information Management in the Cultural Sector are described in detail, together with shorter-lived Masters courses in pharmaceutical and health information. The rationale for changes of the courses, and the influence of the professional and educational contexts, and analysed.

Issues emerging from this analysis are discussed in seven themes: the nature of the discipline; the library/information spectrum; the student group; the academic / professional balance; curriculum design; local and global issues; and teaching methods.

The discussions of the City courses are set in the wider context of changes in library/information education over the period, in the UK and worldwide.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes the development of City University London's Masters courses In Information Science and associated subject areas, and relates their development to changes in the perceptions of library/information disciplines, professional issues, the education and institutional environment. It also links these issues to the wider context of library/information education through the literature, although no attempt at a comprehensive analysis of the very extensive literature of library/information education is attempted; for examples of such reviews over the
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period considered, see Saracevic [1], Grogan [2], MacDougall and Britain [3], Wood [4], Um and Feather [5] and Mezick and Koenig [6].

The paper focuses on the City's MSc in Information Science, and on closely related course of what is now City's Information Studies Scheme, as this course has been in existence for the whole fifty year period considered. The paper also emphasises more recent developments which have not been described in earlier papers.

There are few similar examples of detailed analysis of the development of particular courses; one example is Flood's study of the origins of an information science programme at Drexel University [7].

After giving an annotated account of the chronological development of teaching in this subject at City, a series of themes are then discussed, drawing out general issues of education for the information sciences. First, however, a brief consideration the nature of the academic institution hosting the courses is needed, as this has had a strong influence on their development.

2. The Institution

The nature of the university as an institution has greatly influenced the way the subject has developed. Its central London location brings the advantages and disadvantages of the metropolitan setting; in practical terms, this has meant, for example, that the course has always made extensive use of visiting practitioner lecturers, many of whom are only a short walk away. It has similarly meant that we have had no pressure towards providing distance learning, since this does not take advantage of the centrality, and associated expense, of our location.

Originally a College of Advanced Technology, founded in 1896 to providing vocational training for the 'useful trades' located in the 'City fringe' area of London, such as clock-making and spectacle making, City developed into a mainly technically-based university. From this, it developed into its current status as the self-styled 'university for business and the professions', emphasising subjects such as law, business, management, journalism, and informatics. This has meant that there has been a strong institutional pressure for developing vocationally relevant curricula, and for having all courses accredited by the relevant professional body.

The 'professional' nature of the university has one negative side, from the perspective of library/information teaching. The university does not have many of the traditional academic departments to be found at more traditionally organised universities, and with whom links and partnerships for teaching and research might have been made; the lack of a medical school, and of departments covering disciplines such as history, languages/area studies, pharmacy and, in recent times, chemistry and physics, are examples.

Traditionally, the university has encouraged, in all subject areas, a high proportion of mature, part-time, postgraduate and overseas students; this profile has certainly been reflected in the library / information teaching.

Teaching of these subjects was originally provided by the Centre for Information Science, which later became the department of the same name. It is the only academic library/information department in the UK to have retained its name unchanged since its establishment, and also the only such department to have run a course entitled 'Information Science' since its inception [8].

3. Chronology

We now consider the chronological development of the City courses, in four phases:

- the early years, from 1961 to the late 1980s
- the modernisation of the course over the next decade
- the processes of modularisation and re-modularisation from 1996
- the latest restructuring from 2008
3.1. The early years

Teaching of this subject at City University London was inspired by Jason Farradane, one of the founding fathers of information science in the UK [9]. One issue which has been present since the earliest times, and has never really been settled, is whether information science is a 'science of information' or a way of dealing with 'scientific information'; Farradane himself seems to have been unclear on this issue [10, 11].

The establishment and the early years of information science education at City has been described by several authors [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. This began in January 1961, with a two-year evening course, at what was then still the Northampton College of Advanced Technology. This led to the award of the Certificate of the Institute of Information Scientists, based on a syllabus agreed by the Institute in the previous year [18]. Professional body accreditation was therefore integral to City's courses from the start. Accreditation from the then Library Association was not sought, and the City courses have always had a reputation for being somewhat dismissive of 'traditional' library issues Farradane [12, p. 261] noting that the course "[assumed] the distinction of information science from librarianship". This is one respect in which times have definitely changed, although we might note that the originators of the courses envisaged all of library/information work as "a complete spectrum from the public library to the researcher reading in the library" [18 p. 74].

The Institute's syllabus had three main sections:
- Information techniques (the largest), comprising: storage; collection, collation and retrieval; reproduction; dissemination
- The flow of information, comprising: resources and media; information flows in various environments; copyright, patent, and trademark law, and other legal issues; administration and management of information departments
- Language, writing and editing, comprising; report writing; reviewing; abstracting and indexing; editing; translating

This was interpreted at Northampton College into a two year course, with attendance on two evening a week. In the first year, one evening each week was devoted to sources of information, while in the second year one evening was devoted to classification and indexing, all other topics being spread throughout the remaining time [18]. This emphasis on information resources, and on the organisation of information for retrieval, has persisted throughout the life of the City courses, and may be regarded as the first de facto definition of a 'core' for the subject.

A full-time one year course leading to the award of a College Diploma was started in 1963, and a one year full time Masters in 1966, when Northampton College gained university status. The evening courses were abandoned in 1969, and replaced by the pattern which has remained largely unaltered to the present day: a full-time one-year Masters course, with a two-year day-release part-time Diploma with the possibility of subsequent upgrade to Masters; both qualifications accredited by the relevant professional body, at that time the Institute. City University has always been, for library and information science, a postgraduate provider; as noted later, the one proposal for an undergraduate course was not put into practice.

Applicants for the full-time courses were required to have a degree, and this was preferred for the part-time courses, though alternative qualifications were sometimes accepted. Again, this pattern has remained largely unchanged.

The syllabus was organised around:
- information storage and retrieval
- gathering and dissemination of information
- legal and commercial aspects
- administrative aspects
- foreign languages
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The Masters course also included an evaluative literature survey project, and a dissertation; completion of these aspects allowed students to 'convert' a Diploma into a Masters qualification. Practical work was included in all aspects of the courses.

Over time, the scope of the courses broadened, so that social science graduates, as well as those with degrees in science and engineering were admitted. Nonetheless, the City courses remained very much focused on fitting graduates for roles in scientific, technical and medical information settings, as was also the case for a closely equivalent course at Sheffield University [13, 19, 20, 21, 22]. This distinction, fitting the view of the subject espoused by Farradane, was suited to the professional context and job market of the time [23]. However, it was already being noted that the methods of information science, understood as Farradane's 'science of information' could be relevant to subjects other than the scientific [24].

Incremental change to the course content progressed over the following years, in the rather ad hoc manner possible before the modularisation and academic quality of the present day. The course had its first formal review in 1973-4, and the following year electives in biomedical and pharmaceutical information and in financial, legal and commercial information were introduced, at the expense of a compulsory course in German [16].

In the main these changes, and later, responded to changes in the professional and economic environment [25], and, in particular, to the increasing significance of information technology [26]. Another influence was the replacement of the old curriculum of the Institute of Information Scientists by its set of criteria for information science [27]. These had thirteen sections:

- knowledge and its communication
- sources of information
- organisation of information
- retrieval of information
- dissemination of information
- management of information
- data processing
- research methods
- mathematics
- linguistics
- foreign languages
- advanced information theory and practice
- scientific and philosophical aspects

The overall result of these influences was to cause the course content to expand considerably. By 1984, the core courses were complemented by five electives:

- Science and technology information
- Biomedical and pharmaceutical information
- Legal and community information
- Business information
- Research and development

of which students could take between one and three.
3.2. Modernisation

A major review of City's information science teaching took place in the late 1980s. As well as the factors noted above, the Department of Information Science had initiated two new courses: a small masters course in Librarianship and Arts Administration, and a larger masters course in Information Systems and Technology. Both were joint courses with other departments of the University, and involved joint teaching; such interactions were to have significant effects on information science teaching from this date on. Another influence was institutional in nature. City University had been deliberately created without a faculty or school structure, but such a structure was retrospectively imposed, and the Department of Information Science was incorporated into a School of Informatics, along with departments of Computer Science and Business Computing. This location tended, inevitably, to reinforce an emphasis on the technological aspects of the subject in the department's teaching and research; though this was, to a degree, resisted by some of the department's staff, creating interesting academic tensions.

The restructured Information Science course had a much more granular structure, with eight core courses and a choice of two electives from thirteen available, though not all were offered every year:

- **Core courses**
  - Information industry and information resources
  - Computers and communication technology
  - Information management
  - Information Retrieval
  - Communication skills
  - Legal and Policy aspects
  - Research methods
  - Evaluative report

- **Electives: two taken (not all ran every year)**
  - Systems analysis and design
  - Programming, software and hardware
  - Current research topics
  - Patents and innovation
  - Legal information
  - Business and financial information
  - Social science information
  - Community information
  - Medical information
  - Pharmaceutical information
  - Information for science-based industries
  - Marketing and public relations
  - Records management

- **Dissertation**

  The course was not modularised, so that its components were not consistent in terms of time allocated or level of study. Assessment was largely by formal examination, with subjects distributed across several papers; it was therefore possible to graduate without attempting any assessment in some subjects, a prospect anathema to
current educational thinking. There were also substantial coursework assignments or practical exercises for information retrieval, communication skills and the evaluative report, and for the dissertation project.

Teaching was largely by traditional lectures, and the full-time and part-time groups were, for the most part, taught separately. This gave the advantages of small homogenous groups, at the expense of repeated sessions.

The large number of options, although a major attraction of the course, and still remembered fondly by ex-students, led to timetable clashes, so the choice was never as great as it appeared. There was also a degree of overlap in content. With hindsight, it can be seen that there were too many electives at this stage; the starting point of a swinging pendulum, with no ideal resting point.

A proposal was made at this stage for an undergraduate course in the library/information area. All the available evidence suggested that 'pure' library/information undergraduate courses were unsuccessful, and planning focused on a course in the health information speciality [28]. However, the university's strategic interests changed, and the course was never launched. Since that time, although academics in the Department of Information Science teach modules in aspects of information management, on undergraduate courses elsewhere in the university, the library/information area has remained entirely postgraduate.

3.3. Modularisation and re-modularisation

In 1996, the Information Science masters was modularised, along with the rest of the university's courses, and in keeping with the general trend in UK academia. Although the basic structure of 8 core and 2 elective units was kept, they were rationalised to have a common academic level, and the same amount of class time and student effort.

The content was relatively little altered, although some material was moved between different course units, and the number of electives was reduced. The 'evaluative report', a literature analysis assignment which had featured in the course since its inception, was dropped, largely because – with a move to assessment largely by coursework, rather than formal examination – literature evaluation featured in several other aspects of the course.

Two new elements were introduced to the course at this point. An 'independent study' elective catered for students with a particular – typically theoretical or conceptual – interest, not catered for in other parts of the course. And – in response to a perceived disadvantage of modularisation, that it made it difficult for students to gain an overview of the subject – a compulsory 'integrative studies' module was introduced. Taught at a late stage in the course, this had no real content of its own, but was designed, through a series of seminars and exercises, to enable students to bring together material from across the course, and appreciate the 'big picture'. This approach – novel so far as we are aware -provoked much interest within the university.

The modularised information science course structure was:

- Information technology
- Research, evaluation and communication skills
- Principles of knowledge organisation
- Information resources and users
- Information and Library Management
- Information Law and Policy
- Information Retrieval
- Integrative studies
- Two electives (from a choice of about ten)
- Dissertation
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Having modules of a consistent size and standard meant that exchanges of material with other courses, and the offering of 'bite sized' education becomes possible, and this tested out almost immediately with the Information Science course. Modules, particularly electives, were shared with other courses within City's School of Informatics. An inter-university exchange was tried, with electives shared with the library / information courses at University College London, the other major provider of postgraduate education in these courses in the London area [29]. Some of the modules were offered as stand-alone continuing professional development (CPD) courses for practitioners, and gained a modest take-up; in a small number of cases, they acted as 'tasters', encouraging the participants to enrol on the full course. This has always been seen at City as the best way for a university department to find a place in the very variegated environment of CPD provision [30].

The nature of the student group on the City courses had changed considerably by this stage. Whereas the 'traditional' intake were required to have degrees or equivalent in scientific or technological subjects, later broadened to include the more quantitative social sciences, by the mid-1990s the majority of applicants were from a much wider background, including the humanities, vocational subjects, and 'softer' sciences. In this respect, City was perhaps merely catching up with the trend; a decade earlier, Smith [31, p. 38], commenting that of the UK departments only City and Sheffield showed a preference for science graduates asked "why are the science and business graduates not attracted to information courses?". The answer, and the change in the City intake, reflects a variety of factors, but most simply the decline in the number of UK students taking first degrees in science and technology, and the decline of UK science-based industry as a source of employment. The course content, and teaching methods, adapted over time to deal with this.

A more drastic change was then made, in line with the university's policy to encourage the setting up of new courses, aimed at specialist student requirements, but taking advantage of modularisation to provide efficiencies by sharing course content. The Department of Information Science set up four new masters courses, while retaining the Information Science masters:

- **Library and Information Studies.** This aimed to provide a course aimed at those many actual and potential applicants interested specifically in library, rather than information, work. While not really such a change from the status quo (many graduates from the Information Science degree, then as now, went on to work in libraries, and a small part-time 'Alternative Programme for Librarians' had been run during the 1980s), the fact the City were now using the 'L-word' caused some surprise in the profession.

- **Pharmaceutical Information Management.** A highly specialised course, launched at the request of, and in conjunction with, a small professional body, the Association of Information Officers in the Pharmaceutical Industry. This had a number of distinct features, including a high proportion of practitioners as teachers of whole modules, and the concentration of teaching into 'block' modules of five consecutive days [32].

- **Two courses jointly with City's Arts Administration department, aiming at information management in arts centres, and in museums and galleries, respectively.** These can be seen as a kind of replacement for the earlier, and long since discontinued course in Libraries and Arts Administration, showing how ideas came back into fashion.

As will be seen below, these new courses had varying degrees of success.

A further restructuring was made after only four years, again to meet the requirements of central university policy. In order to ensure compatibility with the developing Bologna process for harmonising European higher education [33, 34, 35, 36], to give reliable European credit transfers values (ECTS) to our courses, and to provide consistency across the university, it was decided that all the university's module should carry multiples of five credits. In practice this meant that the library/information courses had to be restructured from ten modules to eight, each carrying 15 UK credits, equivalent to 7.5 ECTS and roughly 4 US credits. This structure has remained constant to the present, and – as it is the institution's norm – is unlikely to be changed.

This was largely achieved by repositioning of material between modules, but had two undesirable consequences. The innovative Integrative Studies module had to abandon, and has not been satisfactorily replaced. And the number of electives had to be reduced from two to one. When combined with a requirement from the university authorities for rationalisation and module-sharing, on efficiency grounds, this meant that we
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were now offering too few choices of elective, particularly in core areas of library/information science; the pendulum had swung to the other extreme.

Changes were also made to the portfolio of courses, at this stage. The course in Pharmaceutical Information Management, after initially healthy recruitment, had few students, largely due to changes in the environment of the pharmaceutical industry, and the UK health services. It was therefore discontinued, and replaced by a broader-based course in Health and Pharmaceutical Information, taught jointly with City's Centre for Health Informatics. The two courses for the arts and heritage sector proved to be too similar too be run effectively as separate entities, and they were combined into a single course. Information Management in the Cultural Sector.

Teaching methods were affected by the university-wide adaption of an e-learning environment, pioneered in the Department of Information Science. For the library/information courses, this has always been used as an adjunct to face-to-face teaching, rather than a replacement for it; see Mezick and Koenig [6] for a review of the various approaches to use of e-learning in library/information education, pointing out the problems of uncritical adoption. There has been no desire at City to introduce a fully distance learning version of the courses, although the system and teaching materials have been used for international professional development courses [37]. Other international links came about through the formation of international exchange programmes for students and lecturers, through the European Union's Socrates/Erasmus programme: such links were formed with Ljubljana University (Slovenia), Vilnius University (Lithuania) and Charles University Prague (Czech Republic).

A further, and significant, change came about in 2002, when the Institute of Information Scientists merged with the (British) Library Association to form the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (CILIP). All the City courses were therefore accredited by CILIP from this date, and the curriculum matched against CILIP's Body of Professional Knowledge [38, 39, 40]. The BPK specifies the core concepts required to be covered for accreditation under the following nine headings:

- Information
- Knowledge
- Documentation
- Conceptual structures
- Collection/information resource
- User/client
- Subject context
- Professional context
- Transferable skills

Not, perhaps, so different in broad brush terms from the original Institute curriculum.

### 3.4. Restructuring

Library/information education at City went through its latest, and for now final, restructuring in 2008/09.

The Health and Pharmaceutical Information course was closed; a victim of both a general trend for applicants to prefer 'generic' professional training in a time of economic uncertainty, and of specific issues within the UK health services and healthcare industries.

Of the other courses, Library and Information Studies had immediately become, and has remained, the largest of the library/information courses; it was renamed Library Science, to give a clear indication of its focus and distinction from other courses. Information Science, and Information Management in Cultural Sector, both maintained good recruitment.

These three courses have been formally linked in an Information Studies Scheme, with a common course structure, several shared modules, an ability to change courses, and common marketing and other processes. The current structure of the Information Science course is:
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- Core
  - Library and information science foundation
  - Data and information technology and architecture
  - Research, evaluation and communication skills
  - Information management and policy
  - Information resources and organisation
  - Information retrieval
  - Information domains
- An elective, typically chosen from
  - Libraries and publishing in an information society
  - Web applications design
  - Data visualisation
  - Open source software
  - Independent study
- Dissertation

The only significant change in content is our introduction of an Information Domains module, a way of presenting subject specialist information, and involving a study of information resources, systems and users in numerous subject areas, given coherence by Hjørland’s concept of domain analysis [41, 42].

The Library Science course differs in two core modules, and offers a different range of electives, including several from in cultural and heritage areas. The Information Management in the Cultural Sector course offers a choice of modules focuses on either information resources, organisation and retrieval or on information management and policy, with half the course content provided by the Department of Cultural Policy and Management. The Scheme is therefore very much based on the 'spectrum' model of the information sciences, from the scientific and technological to the cultural and heritage, and on a conceptual model of the nature of the area [10].

4. Issues

We now move to a consideration of the issues which have emerged from this chronological account, organised in seven themes:

- the nature of the discipline
- the library/information spectrum
- the student group
- the academic / professional balance
- curriculum design
- local and global issues
- teaching methods
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4.1. The nature of the discipline

To provide a coherent academic course in any discipline, it is necessary to understand what that discipline is. As we have seen, there has been some uncertainty, from the earliest stages, as to whether an information science course deals with a science of (all) information, or with the handling of (specifically) scientific information. This has practical implications both in the content prescribed for the course, and in the students recruited to it; a course in scientific information will require students who already have a high degree of scientific literacy.

It seems clear that the City course initially followed the 'scientific information' model, under the influence both of the Institute's criteria, the perceived vocational needs of the students, and the preferences of funders. Although theory has always been a significant underpinning of the City courses, there was never an attempt to make them into the kind of purely academic 'science of information' courses, of the kind run for a short time by B.C. Brookes at University College London [43].

Over time, this model has changed, most notably in the fact that, during the past decade, only a small minority of City students have had scientific or technical qualifications from a first degree. The model has moved to be that of regarding information science, and library science, as methodical (not necessarily quantitative or technology-heavy) studies of information in a variety of domains, not necessarily scientific. The science in information science is Wissenschaft rather than Naturwissenschaft. Indeed, we have some sympathy with the view that information science is really a form of liberal art [44, 45], and encourage the students to study quite widely in related subject areas. Nonetheless, we regard an exposure to the details of subject-specific information as an essential for studies in information science; hence the recent inclusion of Information Domains as a core module. We also regard familiarity with relevant information technologies as non-negotiable for any library/information student, and such teaching as always formed a part of the core courses.

In order to give coherence to what may have been in the past a rather ad hoc process of curriculum design, we think it important to base the design of teaching around a clear conceptual model of the subject area [10]; this has brought benefits in the latest course redesign.

4.2. The library/information spectrum

As will be clear from the account above, course design at City has proceeded on the basis that there is a spectrum of 'sciences of information'. This is not, it should be made clear, a universally accepted view. There are those who would argue that librarianship and information are distinct, and even inimical to one another; see, for example, Gorman [46]. This has been further explained, for our purposes, as a multidisciplinary field of study, with the central concept of human recorded information, with an intellectual core of information science underpinning several practical disciplines, including librarianship and information management [47], and further explained as the study of the communication chain, through the methods of domain analysis [10]. With these conceptual models as a base, courses can be rationally planned to cater for interests in various parts of the spectrum, since it is too broad in scope for any single course to cover it adequately.

It is plain that City's coverage of the spectrum has increased markedly, with the introduction of courses in library science and in cultural sector information. Even so, the City 'brand' still retains a technology/scientific/subject-specialist image; though it is much more mainstream than it was when a guide to library schools by the Association of Assistant Librarians [48 p. 24] could say that "the material covered is directed towards the work of an information department in an industrial firm, and because of this the course is not directly comparable to other library schools". In terms of the typology of library schools proposed by Cronin [49], it seems fair to say that City has adapted from being a 'niche' provider to being more 'broad church'; thankfully, this seems to be the most sustainable posture.

As is also clear from the above, the more specialised courses which have been attempted in the information science area have not met with great success. This is true of similar courses at other UK institutions. This seems to suggest that, particularly in times of uncertainty as to future employment patterns, students will prefer to follow a 'generic' vocational course, rather than one aiming to fit them specifically for one job profile. As it seems that our times are likely to become more rather than less predictable, the message seems to be that a smaller number of
broadly defined courses is better than a larger number of niche titles. Changes in content and emphasis are better dealt with by amending the curriculum of established broader courses, rather than creating new ones.

Similarly, we have been able to avoid the pressure some felt from institutions for launching courses in 'hot topics' or to satisfy a perceived immediate demand from the profession for training in issues of the moment. There are ways of dealing with such needs; we have found electives within established courses, which can also be offered as CPD components to be one good solution, and some examples of topics which come in and out of favour are given below. Setting up new academic programmes is rarely appropriate.

It is also worth noting the way in which course subjects fall out of fashion, and then come back in again, as witness the success of the cultural sector information course, following on the earlier Librarianship and Arts Administration offering. The message here may be to keep faith with courses passing through a dip in popularity.

4.3. The academic / professional balance

Grogan [2 p. 12] reminds us, in the context of education for librarianship, that "Underlying much of the unease between the profession and the library schools over the last hundred years has been the potential conflict between theory and practice". There is still a continuing debate about the nature of academic courses in the information sciences, and whether these should be seen as promoting vocational training, developing a research-based professionalism, or establishing an academic discipline; see, for example, Audunson [50], who argues for a pluralistic approach, and Brine and Feather [51], who point out that there is typically less agreement about what practical skills are needed by graduates than there is on the necessary knowledge and understanding. A discussion forum reported by Bawden [52] suggested that there might come to be a three-tier provision: 'i-Schools', providing a high-level, broad and non-vocational education; 'library schools', providing a more strictly vocational education, aimed at particular job roles, and tightly controlled by accrediting bodies; and training for specific skills and competences provided through CPD, particularly via e-learning. In as much as much as this model proves valid for the future, City is firmly in the first category, though we have never sought to join the official i-Schools movement, with its attendant issues and controversies [6, 53, 54, 55].

The City courses are, and have always been, regarded as providing primarily academic qualifications, rather than simply professional training. We agree with the views of a UK government report [56 p.29] that "a degree or diploma in library and information science can legitimately be seen as an acceptable academic and intellectual training in itself, every whit as respectable as a degree in history or biology or law, and fitting the graduate for a very wide range of non-specialised employment". We are further constrained by the requirements of the UK's higher education Quality Assurance Agency, who require that a majority of the teaching on a masters courses should be at an appropriate 'M-level', ruling out any substantial proportion of skills training in such a course.

We are clear that what is offered by courses such as City's should be education rather than training, long-term understanding and attitudes rather than short term skills. We relate to the comments of a practitioner reported nearly three decades ago by Cronin [57, p.6]: "How we employers dislike 'trained' people from the library schools. We know how to train. What we have no time to do is to educate. We can do the details, not the big picture". In the present economic environment, many employers may feel that they now have no time to train: but the solution to this must lie in CPD, not in an initial academic course. If we believe in the often-quoted formula "teach knowledge, train skills, exemplify attitudes", then City's focus has been, and remains, primarily on the first, secondly on the third. This means, as we note below, that for topics such as cataloguing and library management, we focus on imparting a general understanding of the concepts and issues, enabling specific skills to be gained when needed, in the workplace or through CPD. We agree with Maurice Line [58, p.30] that "skills not only can but must be picked up in practice", and that formal education must focus on knowledge and understanding.

Of course, as noted, a number of factors, not least City University's view of its main institutional purpose, as well as the views of accrediting bodies, have led to the information science courses at City being to an extent vocational, rather than wholly academic, in nature. Nonetheless, the courses have always followed the views expressed by Robertson [43] that even a vocational course in this area should have a firm academic basis. This is, if anything, more important than ever, in an environment where there are many more resources, media and technologies to deal with.
This is achieved by ensuring that practice and theory are presented together, and that detailed coverage of practical issues is based on a previously encountered conceptual framework, as, for example, in the current teaching of reference and information services [42]. We intend that the understanding gained on the course will serve graduates well for many years to come. In an environment of constant change requiring a flexible response, and movement between sectors and into 'non-traditional' roles [59, 60], that cannot be achieved by purely practical training; as Roggema-van Heusden [61 p. 98] expresses it "to respond aptly to changeable professional situations ... to acquire new knowledge and skills continuously". Our aim is that graduates will be equipped to ask the right questions in their future careers, rather than that we provide them with a set of (rapidly outdated) answers. To this end, we find one of the university's current strategic aims – that all teaching be directly and explicitly underpinned by research and scholarship – to be helpful. The City Information Science department has had a strong emphasis on research since its earliest days; all members of staff are active in research and scholarship, and the department has scored well in the various national research assessment exercises. City's information teaching is therefore explicitly research, in a manner similar to departments with similar ethos [62].

The City courses have never offered work placements as an integral part of study, unlike most other European library/information departments [63], as it has never been thought to be a good use of time in a crowded curriculum, despite the benefits from such arrangements at other institutions [64, 65]. Virtually all students have some relevant experience before the course, though it is no longer the norm as it used to be; pre-course experience was never an absolute requirement at City, as it was at most equivalent institutions, and the definition of 'relevant experience' has always been broad. This approach is ever more justified as 'information work' covers a growing part of all workplaces.

The majority of students, full-time as well as part-time, undertake paid work during their studies. We also offer assistance for students who want to work as volunteers to gain experience, and many do so. This flexible approach has proved more valuable than a formal placement scheme.

Some students also choose to undertake workplace projects for course assignments, and particularly for the dissertation project. Each year a number of dissertation projects are published as journal articles; some are academic studies, others are examples of practically useful projects. This seems to us to be a particularly good example of a successful linkage of the professional and the academic, providing that the potential problems with such arrangements are guarded against [66], and may go some way to overcoming the lack of interaction between library/information research and the practitioner, identified decades ago [67].

4.4. The student group

The nature of the student group has changed over the years; the move away from a scientifically-qualified intake, even when Information Science was the only course on offer, has already been noted. This situation causes some problems, as noted by Rosenberg [68], some years before City had to deal with the problem. One issue is the need for a reasonable level of numeracy and basic statistics, stated to be essential for all library information work by Line [58] in 1983, and now arguably more so, and which are less likely to be found in those without a previous scientific or technical education. However, as a first professional masters, rather than the advanced masters more common in Continental Europe - see, for example, Ingwersen [69] - all the students are new to the subject, and, again as noted above, with varying extent of professional experience, all the subject matter must be covered from basics. The good news is that there is evidence to suggest that the lack of relevant first degree need not be a barrier to long-term success in, for example, health information work [70].

City's library/information students have always been an entirely postgraduate group, since – as noted above – the only serious attempt at launching an undergraduate course was abandoned. This is in line with British experience, which has shown over several decades that undergraduate courses in this area recruit poorly, and produce low standards, so that the postgraduate route is the norm [5, 13, 71, 72, 73]. In continental Europe, undergraduate education in the subject has always been more usual [68, 74]. Recent experience from the USA suggests that rising demand for college studies may offer new opportunities, at least for minor or subsidiary library/information contributions to undergraduate degrees [75]; perhaps the same will be true of the UK in the
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near future. Um and Feather [5] have noted an increase in UK undergraduate courses in aspects of information management, though not taking a library/information perspective, nor accredited by CILIP.

The numbers on the City library/information courses have remained remarkably stable over a considerable period. In 1981, there were 100 students, with 7 academic staff. In 1986, there were 96 students, plus 44 students on other courses in the department, still with 7 staff [56]. In academic year 2009-2010, there 107 library / information students, plus 79 on other courses, with 8 full-time staff equivalents. The unfavourable change in staff-student ratios over the period is common to all of British higher education, while the staffing numbers put us in the 27% of European library / information departments with less than 10 full-time equivalent staff [63]. We also have the added challenge of an increasingly smaller proportion of staff primarily devoted to the library/information side of City's teaching.

We have retained full-time and part-time modes throughout almost all the lifetime of the City courses. Part-time attendance, with the exception of the block modes used for the Pharmaceutical Information Management course with mixed acceptance by students, has been by traditional one day per week 'day release', still an acceptable norm for library/information employers.

The old pattern of full-time students attending classes on all days of the week, and doing little or no paid work, while part-time students were all in full-time employment, has largely been replaced by a much more 'mixed economy', with the full-time and part-time distinction referring to the time taken to complete the course, rather than being indicative of work status. A short-lived introduction by the institution of a specific 'flexible' mode of study, with some face-to-face attendance supported by e-learning rather missed the point that all students are now de facto flexible attenders.

A concentration of teaching for all students into two days of the week, apart from allowing full-time students to undertake significant paid work – a necessity in the current climate of student debt – has opened the course to students living in Continental Europe with access to international trains or low-cost airlines, and we currently have such students commuting from France and Denmark.

With the exception of one early survey [14], there have been no large-scale surveys or analyses of the employment and subsequent careers of City library/information graduates, of the kind carried out at other institutions; see, for example, [76] and [77]. Informal sampling suggests that employment first destinations have remained largely stable over the lifetime of the course; roughly 50% the graduates go into information management, special libraries, or subject specialist roles; 25% into general library work; and 25% into a wide range of information-related occupations, including research, consultancy, publishing, web-design, training, museums work, and marketing. With addition of the library science and cultural sector courses, the first and third of the categories have become more significant. The 'alternative career' possibility has always been more the norm for City graduates than appears to be the case elsewhere [78].

4.5. Curriculum design

The City information courses were originally designed from scratch in the 1960s. Since then, modification of the curriculum has been a process of incremental change, with four factors acting as both stimuli and constraints: past custom and practice; the requirements of the accrediting body; the requirements of the institution and the national educational quality control agencies; and the views of students, and potential students, alumni and employers. Kinnell [79] and Huckle [80] analyse the effect of these forces on library/information curriculum design in the UK, and Mezick and Koenig [6] give a world-wide review.

The last factor has been taken particularly serious; examples are a market research survey of professional opinion before the design of the Pharmaceutical Information Management course [32], a survey of employer opinion of requirements for teaching knowledge organisation [81], and a recent survey of alumni and employer experience through a recruitment agency.
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Change has therefore never been radical; although, as noted above, there have been frequent reviews and restructurings, we have never had the luxury of being able to design, or redesign, the curriculum from scratch, based on a conceptual analysis, as have other educators; see, for example:

- Ingwersen [69] using a domain and study element analysis of the subject
- Lancaster [82] using an approach based on the information transfer cycle
- Grover, Achleitner, Thomas, Wyatt and Vowell [83] using and theory and applications matrix
- Roggema-van Heusden [61] using a competences framework
- Missingham [84] using a skills framework
- Wilson [85] using a 'foundation field' approach; see Bronstein [86] for an analysis of current curricula using this approach

We have, however, as noted elsewhere, used several models and conceptual frameworks to guide curriculum development. This is particularly necessary in order to convert the requirements of accreditors into practical curricula; Farradane [12] noted in 1970 that the Institute's curriculum had to be 'interpreted', and the same is certainly true of CILIP's BPK [40]. In particular, such models can be used to try to determine the balance of 'core' and optional material.

The place of the department in the institutional academic structure has not had a great influence on the curriculum. Though located in a School of Informatics, and therefore with closest links to computing and IT departments, most teaching collaboration has been with the City's Schools of Arts and Social Sciences, as evidenced by the provision of electives in cultural and arts topics for the library science course; formal interaction with the computing departments is limited to some teaching on digital library topics. Indeed, a certain independence from the local academic structure may be expected, given the wide variety of organisation situations of European library/information departments, including links with computing/IT, humanities, social sciences, business, and communications/media shown in a survey [63]. If departments allowed their local situation to determine the curriculum, there would be little consistency or coherence in the discipline.

Considering the City curriculum over time, a remarkable stability is evident. The central topics - information resources; information organisation; information retrieval; information management; legal issues; technology applications – remain, albeit in different combinations, and clearly with different detailed content. The variation over time is in the more peripheral and specialised areas, typically appearing as elective modules. The various models and frameworks noted elsewhere have helped to decide which material should compulsory and which optional.

Considering central topics brings us the vexed and long-standing [25] question of the 'core' of the library/information curriculum; as Cronin [53 p363] reminds us "the nature of the common core is debated ad nauseam". Grogan [2] gives a detailed account of views on the core curriculum for library education, from the early days of general agreement that it comprised the "old quadrivium" of cataloguing, book selection, reference and administration. Various commentators have stated that the core is needed [46], is in decline [87], is continually evolving [88], and is growing to include a 'semi-core' [88]. It has been variously claimed that the core should be based on human-computer interaction, information literacy, information management, documentation, library management, knowledge management, information society studies, information-seeking and retrieval, and others (see, for overviews, 6, 52 63, 90). IFLA's guidelines mention ten 'core elements', all broadly expressed [91].

It has been argued, from a basic consideration of the nature of information science as a discipline, that the core of the curriculum can be identified as information retrieval, information seeking and knowledge organisation [92; see also 36]. Another approach this, due to another of the founding fathers of British information science, Brian Vickery, has been to recognise that there are some fundamentals of human information-related behaviour and of the organisation of information, which do not change. It is the business of the information scientist to investigate them, and to show their relevance in whatever information environment they may be instantiated [93]. This also points to information seeking/retrieval/organisation as a core, and this has generally been the case at
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City for the Information Science masters. For the library-related courses, issues of collection development and management, and the library's place in society, are equally important.

We now mention, briefly, a number of specific topics within the curriculum, and the way in which they are dealt with at City, to exemplify the choices made in curriculum design. Topics may be present in the curriculum in three ways:

- they have a module, or other discrete structure within the course, devoted to them
- they have a discrete place in the course, less than a module, typically one or more lectures, devoted to them, but appear more widely
- they have no specific part of the courses devoted to them, but permeate the whole

Different institutions, and indeed different courses at the same institution, may treat any given topic in any of these ways. It is therefore not satisfactory to compare courses simply by comparing module names, as noted by Borup Larsen [63]. The same is true of comparative studies to determine the skills developed in library/information education [94].

The conceptual basics of the subject have a module – Library and Information Science Foundation – devoted to them. It is never easy to decide whether concepts, philosophical viewpoints, theories, etc. should be treated in isolation, or in the context of some other part of the curriculum. We have chosen to introduce them briefly here, so that the students get a conceptual overview of the whole subject at an early stage, and to return to them in appropriate contexts.

Information technology has always been a important feature of the course, as it has in all library/information settings, though developing differently according to the situation [95]. Again there is the issue of whether it should be an element in its own right, perhaps tied in to an external IT competence qualification [96], or whether it should be contextualised, with the technology introduced for library/information purposes [97, 98]. At City, the approach has been to provide an initial 'basic concepts' course, developed later in the teaching of, for example, information retrieval [73], and latterly of digital libraries. These topics can cover a variety of content, and may be taught from a variety of perspectives [99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106]. At City, they are presented in a tightly integrated way, starting from the concept of the document, as the basic unit for representation and handling in databases and collections. Topics for inclusion are selected from a series of individual subtopics, identified from a collaborative analysis of the subject area [92].

The information organisation area is one whose place in the curriculum has been particularly controversial, for two reasons. First, there has been continuing debate as to whether this area should remain central in library/information teaching, with the suggestions on the one side that it is outdated, and one the other that a unique aspects of the discipline is being pushed aside. Second, there is equally continuous debate as to the extent to which specific skills – particularly those of cataloguing and classification – should be taught in detail, rather than there be a coverage of general issues and principles. For overviews of the debates, see [81, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111]

Information organisation, with a particular emphasis on subject analysis, has always been central to the City curriculum, largely for pragmatic reasons of student preference and the requirements of accrediting bodies. More recently, our practice has been informed by the analysis of the core of the syllabus, which we argue must include information organisation [92], and by a survey of the views of employers and professional bodies [81].

As a result, the topic is taught in one dedicated compulsory module, with specific subject examples and service applications presented elsewhere. Emphasis is firmly on concepts and principles, rather than specific skills. In this, we are in line with the stated preferences of major employers such as the British Library:

"What is needed is a principles based approach that looks at resource discovery holistically. Cataloguing has too often been concerned with the minutiae of the inputs … The curriculum should equip the student with the knowledge to ask the right questions about the resource they are cataloguing or the discovery system they are using." [112 p.11]

and City of London public libraries:
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“What I want is an intelligent candidate who understands the principles of cataloguing and indexing, and to whom I can therefore easily explain the ways in which we choose to apply them in our own situation.” [113 p.10].

The same debate on importance of skills training have appeared over a long period regarding the place of management in the library/information curriculum [25]. Generally agreed to be an important and central topic, this has been treated in diverse ways within the curriculum [114]. In particular, it has exhibited a rather schizophrenic nature: is it about the management of information per se, and hence focused on specific information-related issues, or about the management of an information department, and including more 'general topics'. At City, where this has featured since the earliest days of the courses, initially under the guise of 'administration', the emphasis in the information management and policy module is firmly on information management, including the management of documents and records, knowledge, collections, etc., and the legal framework which supports it. General management topics do appear here, and elsewhere in the course, often through the contribution of practitioners. However, this involved focusing on concepts and principles, allowing students to see the context and relevance of the topics, as a preparation for practice. There is not attempt to cover the practical detail of budgeting, recruitment, etc.; this is most appropriately dealt with at the time of need, by workplace training, or CPD.

'Leadership' is an aspect of library/ information management education much discussed recently; see, for example, [115]. Although, as noted above, City fits within the general 'i-School' form of department, one whose remit has been identified as providing an education for future leaders [52], the course is not aimed at developing leadership capabilities in experienced professionals; as a first professional masters, it could hardly do so. This is the remit of City's Masters in Information Leadership programme, launched in 2010, and aimed at potential leaders in a variety of information-related professions.

Research methods is the final topic which has been a central part of the City curriculum since its inception. This is a topic now included in virtually all higher-level information courses, and is presented in diverse ways and with variable content; see, for example, [62, 116, 117, 118, 119]. It is presented at City in a module linked to more general professional issues, and to the communication and use of research findings, with the aim of stimulating the carrying out and use of research by future practitioners, and of promoting reflective practice in general.

Some topics, while maintaining an important and central place in the City curriculum, do not have a discrete part of the course to themselves; the second of the categories noted above. An example is reference and information services, which in many similar courses has a module devoted to it; see, for example, [120]. At City, the subject matter of this topic is spread throughout several modules, dealing with resources retrieval, subject-specific information, etc. [42].

Another such 'spread' topic is the ethics of information research and practice, where an increase in the number and the complexity of such issues calls for a greater presence in the curriculum [122, 123]. This is treated centrally and specifically by sessions in the module dealing with research and professional issues, but occurs in several other contexts on the course.

While, as noted above, the central core of the City course has remained constant over the years, the same is not true of the many specialised topics within it; these have come in and out of favour, and the course structure has adapted to match. The most obvious example is the way in which subject-specialist information has been treated.

A good case of this is business and financial information. At the start of the course, this was a minor topic at best, given the initial focus on scientific information. However, particularly in response to City's proximity to, and links with, to the City Of London it developed over time to become a significant, and well-known, part of the course, with its own elective module [124, 125]. However, with the growth of the migration of virtually information in this domain to digital form, and the massive growth of end-user information services, the significance and popularity of this area for information professionals decreased. This trend was completed by the economic crises of the first decade of the new century, so that now business and financial information have their place in the course mainly as an element of the subject-specialist module. This gives an introduction to the area to all students, and allows those interested to specialise through assignment choice, independent study, and the dissertation project; some of the projects are published in the journal literature - see, for example [126] -
maintaining the 'academic profile' of the area. An analogous example is media information, which also grew sufficiently in importance to have an elective module of its own during the 1990s. With the increase in end-user access in this sector, and the consequent decline of information services in news and media organisations, culminating in the closure of the Association of UK media Librarians group after 23 years [60], this topic has been subsumed into the main curriculum, in a way analogous to business information.

The same picture can be seen for health information, which in the past had two elective modules and then a whole course devoted to it. The changing environment and changing student profile has cause this subject now to be treated in a similar way to business; the academic profile is maintained by staff expertise manifested in textbooks and reviews [127, 128].

Other examples of topics which over time moved from an initial relatively small presence in the main curriculum to having a distinct presence in the course at dedicated elective module level, but have now been subsumed into contributions to other course units, are patents [129], community information [130], information society issues, which have themselves been argued as central to the information science curriculum [131], and geographic information systems. This reflects the difficulty, noted above, of fitting a very wide range of subject-matter into a crowded syllabus. City's recent approach has been to find means to allow all students to be exposed to the basic ideas, and for those who wish to specialise in the topic to do so, while maintaining our academic credibility in these areas through research and publication.

The third form of presence of a topic in a curriculum is that it may pervade the whole syllabus, without being accorded any specific place. Two examples of this for City are international and historical perspectives. International and intercultural viewpoints are of evident, and increasing importance, and treated in different ways [132]. Unlike many other institutions, City has never offered any specific module in 'international' or 'comparative' library or information science; rather we seek to include an international perspective in all our teaching; it is an obvious help to have a relatively high proportion of international students, often with professional experience in their own countries, and to have our international exchange partners. And, while we do run sessions on the new topic of 'information history' [133], a historical perspective again imbues all our course content; we feel this to be a particularly important perspective, in danger of being lost from the curriculum [134].

4.6. Local and global issues

As will be clear, the nature and development of the City information science courses has been influenced by local, national and international interactions.

Locally, our central London location has influenced us, in terms of easy accessibility by students, precluding the need for distance learning, to practitioner lecturers and to significant libraries, archives, cultural centres, and major information centres. We have also worked, to a limited extent, in conjunction with the other three institutions providing masters level library/information education in the London area. A greater degree of cooperation, made difficult by institutional constraints, would be desirable; perhaps it a pity that the "London Postgraduate Library School", envisaged by a review group in the 1980s as involving a consortium of academic departments plus the British Library [56], was never seriously considered.

Nationally, the most productive means of ensuring that our courses are in line with best practice elsewhere has been the external examiner system, with City academics taking this role at various times at most of the other equivalent departments in the UK. Though this system may be criticised as a means of quality assurance - see, for example, [135] - its value for course improvement is considerable. Other national initiatives, such as the learning and teaching support networks [51] and the system of national subject centres [136] have been of more limited value. Formal collaboration with other UK schools has been very limited, one example being a collaboration with Loughborough to create and evaluate a system for teaching the use of electronic journals [137].

Internationally, the significance of harmonisation with the Bologna process has been noted, although, of course, we retain the anomalous position of UK one-year masters degrees, against the Bologna norm of two years. While, in view of the perennial problem of a crowded curriculum, about which Bottle [16] was complaining as far back as 1976, we would, in principle, welcome a move to a two year course, economic and resource factors seem to rule this out for the foreseeable future.
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International links and exchanges, vital for course development, have been mentioned above. The most important example was City's engagement with a Europe-wide project to attempt to construct a common European curriculum for library and information science [138, 139]. This, and consequent collaboration, led to considerable changes in our teaching, particularly in areas of information retrieval and information seeking [99, 100, 140]. A more limited international collaboration informed our teaching of digital library issues [106].

Nonetheless, the extent of City's international cooperation and coordination remains limited; a reflection, perhaps, of a general and long-standing mixed pattern within European and worldwide library/information education [6, 35, 141, 142]. Regrettably City, and other UK departments, have not had the opportunity to participate in close international cooperation in the way as, for example, departments in the Baltic and Nordic areas [143].

4.7. Teaching methods

Odhiambo, Stephens and Goulding [144] comment, based on their analysis of teaching and assessment methods in UK information education, that relatively little has been written about these topics, by comparison with the much more active area of curriculum development. While one reason put forward by these authors, that developing teaching methods is not regarded as 'research', to be put forward to the UK's various research assessment initiatives, the phenomenon seems to be more broadly true over time and internationally than can be accounted for purely in this way. A literature survey [92] found remarkably few accounts of novel teaching methods in areas of information retrieval, information seeking and information organisation, topics where one might have expected a variety of novel approaches to be used. Perhaps curriculum development, being often related to a conceptual analysis of a subject discipline, is regarded as more academically interesting and publishable. Or perhaps library/information educators, and students, are conservative in this respect, and have little enthusiasm for novelty in teaching. An interesting example of the introduction of e-learning at another London university, including library/information courses, showed that the initiative was assessed much more favourably by the project team than by the teaching staff and students [145]. It has been noted above that e-learning has been used solely in support of face-to-face classes for City's library/information courses.

This limited reporting of teaching methods innovation certainly appears to be true of City University's library/information teaching; by comparison with the several papers written on City's developing curriculum, only three papers have any mention of teaching methods: an account of the collaborative development of system for teaching the creation and use of e-journals [137]; a mention of a project assignment for creating, indexing and searching a computerised database [73]; and an account of the introduction of an e-learning system, serving the library/information courses among others [146]. The first two, having served their purpose, became obsolescent and were discontinued, the latter is now taken for granted as a part of the teaching and learning environment.

And indeed, teaching methods appear to have remained relatively stable over the many years of the City courses. The traditional lecture and seminar/tutorial formats, intended to act as an inspiration and guide to the students own reading, have been and remain the central method. These have been supported by various forms of individual and group practical work and assignments, often focused on technological systems and environments, and hence changing their nature as the technology changed. Currently successful examples of innovation include the use of Twitter as a 'backchannel' for communication between staff and students, and the use of students blogs for formative and summative assessment.

As with other issues mentioned in this paper, teaching styles have been subject to swings in fashion. In the memory of the authors, a programme based largely on small group lecturing with nuanced repeats to different groups, e.g. full-time and part-time cohorts, and with minimal supporting, was supplanted, in the name of efficiency, by larger and mixed student groups, supported by extensive online resources. This trend has now gone into reverse, whether towards an optimal solution or to a continued variation cannot yet be stated.

We should recognise, of course, that we have not received students of the 'Google generation', with their perceived requirements for a very different style of teaching and learning [147]; this factor may require major changes in years to come.
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Assessment methods have moved from almost complete reliance on formal written examinations to an almost equally complete reliance on individual coursework assignments; see [6] for an overview of developments in assessment in library/information education. These tend to be more popular with students, as being more ‘realistic’ and potentially relevant to the world of practice; problems of plagiarism, perceived as serious drawbacks to reliance on coursework in other educational settings - see, for example, [148] - have not been a major issue for us, as we have tried to construct assignments for which major plagiarism would be difficult, and to change these assignments frequently.

Innovative assessment methods, such as automatic assessment by multiple choice questions, and very large group projects, have been tried from time to time, and generally abandoned as either unpopular with students or unsustainable in the long-term. The use of student blogs as an assessment method is currently our only contribution to innovative assessment.

The input of practitioners as visiting lecturers has been an important feature of the City courses since the earliest days. These have been largely limited to one or two lectures on the visitor's speciality or experience, with the additional use of practitioners as module leaders in the Pharmaceutical Information Management degree. This 'brief immersion' into teaching, made possible by our London location means that the students experience a wide range of views experience, but means that we miss the benefits, as well as the problems, of a more lengthy practitioner input [149, 150].

5. Conclusions

Educational programmes evolve over time in response to a variety of internal and external factors; their response is not always entirely rational, rarely entirely successful. No educational programme – certainly not one based in a rapidly changing environment – is ever complete, nor entirely fit for purpose.

This article has shown how the library/information programmes at City University London have adapted, and continue to adapt, to meet changing needs and situations. The lessons learned over this relatively lengthy period should, we hope, be informative and helpful for the development of information education generally.
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